Developing action plan to transfer and translate knowledge and practices of GR4W

Green roads for climate resilience and water management
Best lessons and visioning

How can we reach a country wide audience

How can we to promote and transfer the approach?
Session 1: Visioning

each one working individually, then bring all the ‘roads’ on the wall and all papers with priority interventions in organized way
Session 1: Visioning

Instructions

Can you draw an ideal ‘green’ road?

- Use the coloured paper with the road section from left to right

- Draw an ideal Green Road for Water

What according to you are the three most promising green road for water intervention that were discussed in this training? Why? Use a blank coloured paper for each intervention

1.

2.

3.
Session 2: Dissemination
(groups looking at recommended practice)

How to make sure Green Roads for Water is spread throughout Nepal?
- What are the priorities in promoting (areas, topics, groups?
- How to reach out to other effectively?
- What to do?
- What is still missing?
Session 3: Preparing poster or flyer

• Make three groups
• Each group to select a different topic
• Each group to make jointly make a poster, flyer, clip or presentation on Green Roads for Water that can be used to introduce the topic to others (such as — other — municipalities)